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Abstrat

This paper investigates soial preferenes towards unemployment and in�ation in the

United States. Estimating a popularity funtion with monthly data for the reent Obama

administration, we �nd that U.S. voters reat strongly to both unemployment and in�ation.

However, reduing unemployment is more important to soiety as voters would trade o� 1

point of unemployment against 2.5 points of in�ation. One point of unemployment osts the

president about 4 points, one point in�ation osts him 1.5 point. Moreover, we provide evi-

dene that maroeonomi preferenes are not stable over time. Finally, we show that publi

preferenes towards unemployment and in�ation are not homogeneous aross di�erent groups

in soiety. The poor and low-eduated, for example, reat more strongly to hanges in the

unemployment rate than other groups.
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1 Introdution

People prefer both low unemployment and low in�ation rates. Though soially desirable, ahieving

both goals at the same time is generally not feasible. In the short run, a lower unemployment

rate usually omes with higher in�ation, and vie versa. Whih ombination of unemployment

and in�ation will politial deision-makers hoose?

In demorati soieties, we expet politial deisions to be guided by publi preferenes. A

soiety that plaes partiular emphasis on the unemployment goal, for example, will lead oppor-

tunisti politiians to support a looser monetary poliy and �sal expansion. Otherwise, a high

degree of in�ation aversion will indue poliies with a stronger fous on prie stability, e.g. the

reation of a more onservative and independent entral bank. In other words, in demoraies so-

ial preferenes a�et politial outomes and shape institutions. Unfortunately, these preferenes

are not observable.

The aim of this paper is to empirially estimate publi preferenes with respet to low un-

employment and low in�ation. Understanding publi attitudes towards maroeonomi goals is

not only of vital interest to politiians, but also to politial sientists and eonomists who try

to model the omplex interation between politiians, voters, and the eonomy (e.g. Frey (1978);

Frey and Shneider (1978)). Additionally, results from many theoretial models that rely on a

Phillips urve relationship (e.g. Barro and Gordon (1983); Nordhaus (1975)) depend on publi

preferenes towards unemployment and in�ation.

1

Quantifying these preferenes will help to put

the theoretial results into ontext.

To investigate soial preferenes we will estimate a so-alled popularity funtion. The basi idea

of popularity funtions is that the overall utility or welfare level of soiety an be approximated

by measures of government approval. If the responsibility hypothesis holds, i.e. politial and

eonomi outomes are attributed to the government, voters will punish the government for a bad

eonomy and reward the government for a good eonomy. The theory of punishment and reward

goes bak Downs (1957) and Key (1966). The extent to whih voters reat to hanges in di�erent

maroeonomi variables an be used to onstrut a measure of soial preferenes.

The empirial literature on vote and popularity funtions, going bak to Mueller (1970), is

very large.

2

Earlier studies have regularly shown that the eonomy plays an important role for

the level of publi support, espeially unemployment and in�ation (Paldam (2008)). However,

the results are highly unstable. In a survey artile, Berlemann and Enkelmann (2012) �nd that

only half of the studies for the United States �nd a signi�ant relationship between government

approval and the eonomy. Some have therefore questioned the very existene of the popularity

1

See Smyth et al. (1991) for further referenes.

2

It is nearly impossible to disuss the large body of researh in an artile like this. See, for example, Lewis-Bek

and Paldam (2000), Lewis-Bek and Stegmaier (2007) and Paldam (2008) for reent surveys.
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funtion (Lewis-Bek and Stegmaier (2007); Bellui and Lewis-Bek (2011)). Smyth et al. (1991,

1995) have shown that there are strutural hanges in the popularity funtion over time whih

makes it neessary to restrit the analysis of popularity funtions to single administrations.

This is the �rst study that estimates soial preferenes using reent data for the �rst Obama

administration. We will investigate linear and non-linear dynami models. We will also take

potential non-stationarity and other, non-eonomi fators into aount. Moreover, by omparing

our �ndings with earlier studies we get an impression of how publi preferenes have hanged over

time. Finally, we investigate publi preferenes for di�erent groups of soiety, e.g. the young and

the old, the poor and the rih, and so on.

We �nd that soial preferenes for the United States an be well desribed by a dynami pop-

ularity funtion. Both unemployment and in�ation signi�antly redue soial welfare. However,

the maroeonomi goals are not equally important to voters as they would aept roughly 2.5

additional points of in�ation for a one-point redution in the unemployment rate. Suh preferenes

reate strong politial inentives to trade o� unemployment for in�ation. Moreover, we �nd further

evidene that maroeonomi preferenes are not stable over time. Surprisingly, we �nd that vot-

ers are more in�ation-averse and less unemployment-averse than during most other presidenies.

Finally, we show that soial preferenes are not homogeneous aross di�erent groups in soiety.

The poor and low-eduated, for example, prioritize �ghting unemployment while Hispanis, the

young as well as the high-eduated voters reat strongly to in�ation.

The remainder of the paper is strutured as follows. Setion 2 introdues the dataset and

disusses a number of methodologial issues. Setion 3 presents the results for the overall sample

and 4 analyses soial preferenes for di�erent groups of soiety. The �nal setion onludes.

2 Data and Method

In this setion, we brie�y desribe the dataset and disuss a set of methodologial questions. The

subsequent analysis is based on monthly data from January 2009 to September 2012, thus overing

T = 46 months of the Obama presideny. We will estimate a soial preferene funtion of the

following general form:

approval

t
= f (unemployment

t
, in�ation

t
, ontrolst) + ǫt. (1)

The dependent variable approval is generated from a Gallup survey question that is ommonly

used in the popularity funtion literature. It measures the aggregate share of positive answers

to the question �Do you approve or disapprove of the way Barak Obama is handling his job as

President?� The variable is bounded to a (0,100) interval. However, as the true values in the
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sample range from 40 to 67 perent we will treat the dependent variable as non-bounded as it is

ommon in the �eld.

The stane of the eonomy is represented by two major variables: the unemployment rate and

the in�ation rate. The unemployment rate is de�ned as the number of unemployed as a perentage

of the total ivilian labor fore. The in�ation rate is de�ned as the year-to-year perentage hange

of the onsumer prie index.

3

Both the unemployment and in�ation rate are lagged by one month

to aount for a publiation lag.

4

Of ourse, there are several other eonomi issues that a�et

the voters' opinion of the government (eonomi growth, de�its, stok markets), but there are

three arguments that guided our hoie. First, many eonomi variables are not available at a

monthly frequeny. Seond, previous results have shown that unemployment and in�ation are

�the big two� (Paldam (2008)) issues that shape publi support. Finally, the hoie of eonomi

variables relates to theoretial models that regularly inlude preferenes towards unemployment

and in�ation (e.g. Nordhaus (1975); Barro and Gordon (1983)).
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Figure 1 Approval, unemployment and in�ation.

Additionally, we inlude a set of ontrol variables to represent important non-eonomi in�u-

enes. First, a dummy variable is inluded for the month in whih Obama reeived the Nobel

Peae Prize (Ot 2010). Seond, a dummy variable aptures the rally e�et after killing Osama

bin Laden (May 2011). Third, we ontrol for the negative e�et of war ativity by inluding the

number of US asualties in Afghanistan.

5

Finally, we inlude the president's time in o�e to

aount for the so-alled ost of ruling. It has been shown that � independent from the eonomy

� all governments lose support over the ourse of time (Paldam (2008)).

Before we turn to spei�ation issues, we investigate the time series properties of our vari-

ables. Figure 1 presents government approval as well as the unemployment and in�ation rate

between January 2009 and September 2012. The graphs indiate non-stationary behavior for all

3

Unemployment and in�ation series are taken from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED), series

UNRATE and CPIAUCSL.

4

Unemployment (in�ation) rates are usually published in the �rst (third) week of the following month.

5

Information on war asualties from Operation Enduring Freedom are taken from www.iCasualties.org.
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three variables. Moreover, publi support shows a downward trend that is well in line with the

ost-of-ruling hypothesis. To formalize our non-stationarity assumption, we employ a battery

of stationarity tests whose results are presented in Table I. We �nd that all variables are I(1)

proesses, i.e. the variables are stationary after taking �rst di�erenes.

6

These results are in line with �ndings by Kirhgässner (2009) and Clarke and Stewart (1994).

Other studies �nd that either approval, unemployment or in�ation are stationary proesses (Bek

(1991); Geys and Vermeir (2008); Geys (2010)) whih seems reasonable if one aepts the argument

that at least approval and the unemployment rate are bounded variables whih by de�nition annot

have in�nite varianes or ever-trending means. However, we should always have in mind that the

power of the tests is rather low and the sample too short to draw de�nite onlusions about the

time series properties.

Table I Stationarity tests

levels �rst di�erenes

ADF PP KPSS ADF PP KPSS

government approval � � ** *** *** �

unemployment rate � � ** *** *** **

in�ation rate � � ** *** *** �

Augmented Dikey-Fuller (ADF), Phillips-Perron (PP) and Kwiatkowski-

Phillips-Shmidt-Shin (KPSS) unit root tests. Null hypothesis is non-

stationarity for ADF and PP, stationarity for KPSS. * (**, ***) indiate

statistial signi�ane at the 10 (5, 1) perent level. Time trend inluded for

approval.

In a next step, we have to hoose a spei�ation for the general model presented in Equation 1.

There are several ways to think about the dynamis between government support and the eonomy,

but the most ommon model in the popularity funtion literature is the partial adjustment model.

7

The partial adjustment model assumes that approval reats to hanges in the eonomi variables

but, due to inertia, the full e�et on approval will only be seen after several (more preisely, an

in�nite number of) periods. The inertia an be explained by adjustment osts, whih in this ase

an be justi�ed with information lags and psyhologial persistene regarding the evaluation of

the government. Assuming partial adjustment, the model takes the following form:

approval

t
= β0 + β1 · approval t−1 + β2 · unemploymentt + β3 · in�ationt

+ β · ontrolst + ǫt. (2)

As mentioned above, the partial adjustment model is widely applied to estimate popularity

funtions but the use of potentially non-stationary variables leads to biased standard errors and test

results are no longer reliable (Kirhgässner (2009)). To deal with non-stationary I(1) variables we

6

For the di�erened in�ation series, the KPSS test rejets the null of stationarity at the 5 perent level. To our

mind, this is implausible and most likely due to the low power of the tests and the sample size.

7

See Bek (1991)) for a disussion of di�erent dynami models in the ontext of popularity funtions.
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ould therefore estimate the model in �rst di�erenes. This approah, however, neglets all long-

term dynamis (Bek (1991)). Alternatively, if presidential approval and the eonomi variables

are o-integrated we an explitly model the long- and short-term dynamis by estimating an error

orretion model:

∆approval

t
= β0 + β1 · approval t−1

+ β2 · unemployment t−1
+ β3 · in�ationt−1

+ β4 ·∆unemployment

t
+ β5 ·∆in�ation

t
+ β · ontrolst + ǫt. (3)

The error orretion model ombines the partial adjustment and the �rst di�erene model by

inluding lagged and di�erened eonomi variables. The existene of a o-integration relationship

is tested with the Engle-Granger two-step method. The results show that we annot rejet the

null hypothesis that there is a o-integration relationship whih means that we an apply the error

orretion model.

8

Against the bakground of weak stationarity tests, it should be noted that

error orretion models are also appliable in the ase of stationary time series (De Boef and Keele

(2008)).

Sine we annot draw de�nite onlusions about the time series properties and for the sake of

omparability with the existing literature we will present results from both the partial adjustment

and the error orretion model thoughout the paper.

A �nal spei�ation issue deals with the question of non-linearities. The linear inlusion of the

eonomi variables has some potential drawbaks. First, it implies that a one-point inrease in the

unemployment (in�ation) rate has the same e�et on approval, no matter if the inrease is from

4 to 5 perentage points or from 9 to 10. Moreover, in the linear model less in�ation is always

preferred to more in�ation if, as expeted, the in�ation oe�ient is negative. This is not plausible

in the ase of negative in�ation rates whih ourred in 2009. For these reasons, we additionally

estimate models 2 and 3 as quadrati models as introdued by Smyth et al. (1989).

9

3 Estimation Results

After disussing a number of methodologial issues we will now present the empirial results.

Table II shows the results for the partial adjustment model. In both models all variables

are statistially and eonomially signi�ant and show the expeted sign. Regarding the ontrol

variables, we �nd that inreasing war asualties derease approval while the killing of Osama bin

8

In the �rst step, we estimate the long-run relationship between approval, unemployment and in�ation inluding

a trend. In a seond step, we test whether the �rst-step residuals are stationary using the augmented Dikey-Fuller

test with orreted ritial values. See Stok and Watson (2007) for a desription of the Engle-Granger two-step

proedure.

9

Following Smyth et al. (1989), we will inlude the quadrati term but not the linear term, whih allows the

omparison with earlier results. This implies the assumption that voters maximize utility when unemployment and

in�ation is zero. We have also estimated a linear-quadrati model with similar results. Evaluated at the mean, an

inrease in the unemployment (in�ation) signi�antly dereases approval by 3.7 (1.6) points in the long run.

6



Laden and the Nobel Prize lead to a positive rally e�et. Moreover, publi support delines by

about one point in eah year whih is well in line with results in the literature.

The results show that voters dislike both unemployment and in�ation. In the linear model,

a one-point inrease in the unemployment rate dereases support by 1.5 perentage points in

the short-run. In the long run, publi support falls by about 3.5 points. A similar rise in the

in�ation rate dereases popularity by 0.6 points, the long-run oe�ient is −1.3. In other words,

voters would trade o� 2.5 points of in�ation for 1 point of unemployment. The interpretation

of the quadrati model is less straightforward as the e�et on approval depends on the level of

unemployment and in�ation. Evaluated at the respetive sample means, one additional point of

unemployment (in�ation) dereases approval by 1.5 (0.7) points in the short run and 3.8 (1.9)

points in the long run.

10

In the partial adjustment model, one minus the oe�ient on the lagged dependent variable

measures the speed of adjustment. In Table II, the estimated speed of adjustment is about 0.4,

whih means that 40 perent of the gap between urrent approval and its long-run equilibrium is

adjusted in eah period.

Table II Estimated soial preferene funtion: partial adjustment model

linear model (1) quadrati model (2)

approval (t− 1) 0.558∗∗∗ (0.062) 0.612∗∗∗ (0.055)

unemployment −1.529∗∗∗ (0.493)

in�ation −0.593∗∗ (0.250)

sq. unemployment −0.078∗∗ (0.034)

sq. in�ation −0.173∗∗∗ (0.043)

war asualties −0.078∗∗∗ (0.015) −0.072∗∗∗ (0.012)

Osama bin Laden 5.665∗∗∗ (0.266) 5.829∗∗∗ (0.248)

Nobel Prize 2.902∗∗∗ (0.682) 3.890∗∗∗ (0.287)

time in o�e −0.102∗∗∗ (0.034) −0.096∗∗ (0.040)

onstant 40.907∗∗∗ (7.087) 30.395∗∗∗ (5.745)

observations 44 44

Durbin's h (p-value) 0.495 0.746

R2 0.966 0.968

R2
(adj) 0.959 0.962

Dependent variable: approval. Robust (HAC) standard errors in parentheses.

∗∗∗
,

∗∗
,

∗

indiate statistial signi�ane at the 1%, 5%, 10% level.

The results from the linear and quadrati error orretion model are presented in Table III.

The �ndings are very similar to Table II. Again, all oe�ients are statistially signi�ant and have

the expeted sign. In the linear model, the short-run e�ets of an inrease in unemployment and

in�ation are −2.5 and −1.0 points, respetively. The long-run e�ets are −4.0 for unemployment

10

For the unemployment rate, we onsidered an inrease from 9.0 to 10.0 points (sample mean: 9.06). For the

in�ation rate, we onsidered an inrease from 1.6 to 2.6 points (sample mean: 1.62). Of ourse, the results di�er

for other values.
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and −1.2 for in�ation. The results from the quadrati model are similar, though the short-run

impat of rising in�ation is not signi�antly di�erent from zero and the long-run oe�ients are

somewhat higher (−5.1 for unemployment and −1.8 for in�ation). Similarly, the estimated speed

of adjustment is about 0.4.11

Table III Estimated soial preferene funtion: error orretion model

linear model (1) quadrati model (2)

approval (t− 1) −0.437∗∗∗ (0.061) −0.400∗∗∗ (0.066)

unemployment (t− 1) −1.758∗∗∗ (0.496)

in�ation (t− 1) −0.517∗ (0.261)

∆ unemployment −2.545∗ (1.387)

∆ in�ation −1.028∗∗ (0.417)

sq. unemployment (t− 1) −0.107∗∗ (0.040)

sq. in�ation (t− 1) −0.167∗∗∗ (0.050)

∆ sq. unemployment −0.137∗ (0.075)

∆ sq. in�ation −0.205 (0.124)

war asualties −0.082∗∗∗ (0.015) −0.071∗∗∗ (0.011)

Osama bin Laden 5.968∗∗∗ (0.350) 5.955∗∗∗ (0.585)

Nobel Prize 3.197∗∗∗ (0.761) 3.907∗∗∗ (0.420)

time in o�e −0.126∗∗∗ (0.034) −0.128∗∗∗ (0.043)

onstant 43.369∗∗∗ (6.390) 34.100∗∗∗ (6.721)

observations 43 43

Durbin's h (p-value) 0.546 0.939

R2 0.731 0.743

R2
(adj) 0.658 0.673

Dependent variable: approval. Robust (HAC) standard errors in parentheses.

∗∗∗
,

∗∗
,

∗

indiate statistial signi�ane at the 1%, 5%, 10% level.

Summarizing, the estimated soial preferene funtion indiates a robust negative e�et of

unemployment and in�ation on publi support. In the long run, one point of unemployment

osts about 4 points while one point of in�ation dereases approval by 1 to 2 points. These

e�ets are sizeable and an be deisive in eletions. Assuming vote-maximizing politiians, it

an therefore be expeted that soial preferenes a�et eonomi poliy deisions. For example,

the stronger the publi's demand for low unemployment and the lower the politial punishment

for rising in�ation, the more likely are politiians to exploit a short-run Phillips urve trade-o�.

Against this bakground, the urrent eonomi poliy in the United States � low interest rates

and expansive �sal poliy � seems to be rational, vote-maximizing behavior.

How do these results ompare to earlier �ndings and are soial preferenes stable over time?

The popularity funtion literature is large and diverse whih makes a diret omparison of re-

sults di�ult, if not impossible. However, Smyth, Dua and Taylor have onsistently estimated a

quadrati partial adjustment model for several presidents. Table IV summarizes their �ndings with

11

We also estimated stati and �rst-di�erene models as a robustness hek. Results are in line with the presented

tables and the unemployment and in�ation oe�ient is statistially signi�ant and orretly signed in most ases.
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respet to the unemployment and in�ation oe�ients. A omparison with earlier results shows

that the unemployment and in�ation oe�ients hanged onsiderably over time. The long-run

oe�ient on the unemployment variables ranges from −0.243 to −1.061. During the Obama

presideny, the long-run unemployment oe�ient is relatively low, omparable with �ndings for

the Ford period. Given the high unemployment rates during the Obama presideny, this is a little

surprising. The long-run oe�ient on in�ation, on the other hand, is relatively high.

However, this kind of omparison should be taken with a grain of salt. All soial preferene

funtions are estimated for periods with spei� maroeonomi harateristis. These results

annot neessarily be arried over to other periods. Moreover, popularity funtions are based on

the responsibility hypothesis, i.e. voters punish the president for high unemployment and in�ation

rates beause he is held responsible for the eonomy. Shifts in the attribution of responsibilty

an also lead to hanges in the oe�ients, not re�eting hanges in the preferenes. Obama,

who inherited a large reession, is probably held less responsible for high unemployment rates.

In�ation, on the other hand, is very likely the result of Obama's expansionary poliies.

Table IV Stability of soial preferenes over time

study sample period unemployment in�ation

short long short long

Smyth et al. (1991) Eisenhower −0.116 −0.296 −0.281 −0.717

Kennedy/Johnson −0.082 −0.372

Nixon/Ford −0.110 −0.193 −0.039 −0.068

Carter −0.073 −0.243 −0.013 −0.043

Reagan −0.217 −0.347 −0.068 −0.109

Smyth et al. (1995) Nixon −0.232 −0.455 −0.075 −0.147

Ford −0.073 −0.092

Dua et al. (1995) Bush I −0.405 −1.061

Smyth et al. (1999) Carter −0.093 −0.345 −0.004 −0.013

Reagan −0.172 −0.331 −0.069 −0.132

Reagan/Bush I/Clinton −0.101 −0.502

Smyth and Taylor (2003) Clinton −0.103 −0.468 −0.024 −0.109

own �ndings Obama −0.078 −0.201 −0.173 −0.446

Table shows oe�ients on unemployment and in�ation from a quadrati partial adjustment model. Note

that not all oe�ients were statistially signi�ant. Implausible positive oe�ients not shown. See original

studies for further details.

4 Heterogeneity in Maroeonomi Priorities

We have seen that U.S. voters dislike both unemployment and in�ation. However, preferenes

towards maroeonomi goals need not be homogeneous aross di�erent groups of voters. If this is

the ase, politial deisions that a�et the maroeonomy will not only hange overall welfare in

9



soiety, but also indue distributional e�ets in terms of publi utility. We will address this issue

in the following setion.

Besides the average level of publi support, Gallup also publishes approval ratings for di�erent

sub-groups of soiety, e.g. approval among di�erent age groups, inome groups, and so on. We

an use these ratings to estimate separate soial preferene funtions for eah group whih allows

us to get an impression of how preferenes are distributed among voters. Note, however, that our

analysis takes plae at the maro level, i.e. we are not able to ontrol for all harateristis at the

same time.

The results for the group-spei� soial preferene funtions are presented in Table V. The

table shows the long-term e�ets of a one-point hange in the eonomi variables.

12

The third

olumn displays the ratio of unemployment oe�ient to in�ation oe�ient, whih indiates the

relative unemployment aversion of the respetive group. The last olumn shows the absolute sum

of unemployment and in�ation oe�ient. The higher this sum, the more important are eonomi

issues to the spei� group.

Overall, we �nd that maroeonomi preferenes are qualitatively similar for di�erent groups of

soiety. In most ases, unemployment and in�ation enter the preferene funtion with a negative

sign and are di�erent from zero. However, quantitatively there are interesting di�erenes between

groups. The reation oe�ient to unemployment ranges from −5 to non-signi�ant oe�ients.

We also see that the overall long-run unemployment oe�ient of −3.46 is mostly driven by older

voters, whites, and the relatively low-eduated. Low-inome voters also dislike unemployment

more than other inome groups. Very young voters, non-Whites and the high-eduated, on the

other hand, do not seem to punish President Obama for high unemployment rates. There are

also regional di�erenes, at least between the West and non-West region. Interestingly, there are

no large di�erenes between Demorats and Republians though Independents reat strongly to

higher unemployment. The in�ation oe�ient also varies strongly between groups. The long-run

e�et ranges from non-signi�ant−0.23 to −3.12. Our results indiate that young respondents and

Hispanis reat most strongly to in�ation. The oe�ient is also relatively high for the low-inome

group and Demorats.

The u/π ratio indiates how many perentage points of unemployment voters would trade o�

against one point of in�ation to keep the level of soial utility onstant. The higher the ratio,

the higher the degree of relative unemployment aversion. Table V shows that espeially older

respondents, the low-eduated, Whites, Republians, and the more religious and onservatives

plae a greater emphasis on the unemployment issue.

12

Results are taken from the partial adjustment model. As the results for the partial adjustment model/error

orretion model are very similar (both in the linear and quadrati ase) we do not report the other group-spei�

results here.
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Table V Maroeonomi preferenes among di�erent groups

unemployment (u) in�ation (π) ratio (u/π) sum (u+ π)

full sample −3.46∗∗∗ −1.34∗∗∗ 2.6 4.8

gender

male −3.47∗∗∗ −1.24∗∗ 2.8 4.7

female −3.61∗∗∗ −1.30∗∗ 2.8 4.9

age

18-29 years −1.79 −2.29∗∗∗ 0.8 4.1

30-49 years −3.47∗∗ −1.31∗∗ 2.6 4.8

50-64 years −5.28∗∗∗ −0.94∗ 5.6 6.2

65 years and older −3.79∗∗∗ −0.92∗∗∗ 4.3 4.9

region

east −4.31∗∗∗ −1.47∗∗∗ 2.9 5.8

midwest −4.72∗∗∗ −1.21∗ 3.9 5.9

south −3.81∗∗∗ −0.93∗∗ 4.1 4.7

west −2.22∗ −1.64∗∗∗ 1.4 3.9

rae

white −4.41∗∗∗ −1.05∗∗ 3.9 5.2

blak 0.11 −0.78∗∗ −0.1 0.7

hispanis −2.68 −3.12∗∗ 0.9 5.8

eduation

highshool or less −5.40∗∗∗ −1.37∗ 4.0 6.8

some ollege −3.66∗∗∗ −1.35∗∗∗ 2.7 5.0

ollege graduates −3.07∗∗ −0.54 5.6 3.6

postgraduates −1.34 −1.34∗∗∗ 1.0 2.7

monthly inome

under $2,000 −4.80∗∗∗ −1.92∗∗ 2.5 6.7

$2,000-$4,999 −3.75∗∗∗ −1.33∗∗∗ 2.8 5.1

$5,000-$7,499 −2.86∗∗ −1.10∗ 2.6 4.0

$7,500 or more −3.81∗∗∗ −1.13∗∗∗ 3.4 4.9

party id

demorat −2.59∗∗∗ −1.90∗∗∗ 1.4 4.5

independent −4.45∗∗∗ −1.08 4.1 5.5

republian −2.84∗∗ −0.23 12.2 3.1

ideology

liberal −4.34∗∗∗ −1.50∗∗ 2.9 5.8

moderate −3.17∗∗ −1.49∗∗ 2.1 4.7

onservative −3.84∗∗∗ −0.38 10.1 4.2

hurh attendane

weekly −3.80∗∗∗ −0.67∗∗ 5.6 4.5

nearly weekly/monthly −3.62∗∗∗ −1.20∗∗ 3.0 4.8

seldom/never −3.48∗∗ −1.85∗∗∗ 1.9 5.3

Results from partial adjustment model (long-run oe�ients). Dependent variable: approval for spei�

group. Robust (HAC) standard errors in parentheses.

∗∗∗
,

∗∗
,

∗
indiate statistial signi�ane at the

1%, 5%, 10% level.
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Finally, we added the absolute oe�ients of unemployment and in�ation to get an idea of how

important maroeonomi goals are to voters.

13

Measured this way, the eonomy is about equally

important to most of the groups. The weakest relation between publi support and the eonomi

variables is found for the young, the high-eduated, Republians and the Blaks. High values are

found for the low-eduated and the low-inome group. In most ases, the di�erenes are mainly

driven by di�erenes in the unemployment oe�ient.

Summarizing, we �nd that soial preferenes are � qualitatively � very similar aross di�er-

ent groups of voters. In most ases, unemployment and in�ation signi�antly redue support for

the government. However, the relative importane of maroeonomi goals di�ers onsiderably.

The group of low-eduated and low-inome voters is partiularly averse to unemployment whih

re�ets an egotropi perspetive. Republians and onservative voters are also relatively more

unemployment averse. This result, however, is not in line with the traditional view that leftist

voters are more onerned with unemployment and rightist voters are more onerned with in�a-

tion. Finally, we �nd that support among Blak voters is only marginally a�eted by eonomi

variables. During his entire term, Obama's approval ratings in this group are extraordinarily high

and seemingly unonditional.

5 Summary and Disussion

In this paper, we have estimated a soial preferene funtion for the United States employing

monthly data for the Obama presideny. Using government approval ratings as a proxy for soial

welfare, we have shown that higher unemployment and in�ation rates signi�antly derease the

soiety's utility level. Results from di�erent dynami models show that, in the long-run, a one-

point inrease in the unemployment rate dereases publi support by about 3.5 points. Likewise,

one point of in�ation redues approval by 1.5 points. These e�ets are large and an be deisive

in eletions.

In general, unemployment and in�ation annot be redued at the same time. To keep utility

onstant, voters would aept roughly 2.5 points of in�ation for a one-point redution of the

unemployment rate. Whenever it is possible to trade o� unemployment and in�ation at this or a

better rate, it an be expeted that vote-maximizing politiians use expansionary poliies to redue

unemployment at the ost of higher in�ation. This is exatly what ould be observed during the

�rst Obama presideny, showing that publi preferenes translate in atual poliies.

We have also shown evidene that maroeonomi preferenes are not stable over time. A

omparison with earlier results indiates that the voters' reation to hanges is unemployment

is relatively weak, whereas the reation to in�ation is omparatively strong during the Obama

13

Note that we do not add the unemployment and in�ation rate, i.e. we do not onstrut a misery index.
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presideny. This result is somewhat surprising. However, the omparison should be taken with

a grain of salt as one must be areful in the interpretation of oe�ients outside the respetive

sample of eah study. In addition, the attribution of responsibility ould have hanged over time

whih a�ets the size of the oe�ients.

Moreover, we ould show that maroeonomi preferenes are heterogeneous aross di�erent

groups in soiety. Although all voters dislike unemployment and in�ation, there are onsiderable

di�erenes between inome, eduation and age groups. The old, the low-eduated as well as on-

servative and low-inome voters are partiularly averse to unemployment, re�eting an egotropi

assessment of the president. Publi support of high-eduated voters is less a�eted by eonomi

variables as they are more likely to plae higher emphasis on other, non-eonomi goals. The

reation of Blak voters to eonomi variables is also modest.
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